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Write an essay on Mobile Phone

Introduction

In this changing era, mobile phone is basic need for everyone. For everything we are depending on mobile

for example if we have to learn something we always use mobile.

Contacts and call another peoples is basic function of mobile but now functions of mobiles and features

daily updating and also being advanced. We use mobile if we have to entertain ourself. Features of mobile

as similar as computers. Several technical work we can do on mobile instead use of computer or desktop.
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Artificial intelligence take to the technology at highest peak. By this advanced technology we can find

everything on the mobile which is running through internet. 

Invention of mobile phone

Behind the invention of mobile phone, the history is broad. Many engineers invented the different features

of mobile. The first mobile phone is invented by Martin Cooper in April 1973 and he is from Chicago, USA.

He is called the father of cell phones. Dr. Martin Cooper was general manager at Motorola communication

system division. He made the first public mobile phone call on a device that weigh 1.1 kg. 

Different models of mobile phones

From past time to present there are many types of models of mobile phones. Which are changing the

design time to time. Modern techniques changes its look general mobile to smartphone. 

Importance of mobile phone

Mobile phone is most important in our life. Thousands of features in the mobile phone, which can do

every task easier for us. Many types of works can do a mobile which also done by computers. Its

dominant feature is that we can take mobile at every place. Before few years,  mobile phones were not

common and the cost of calls expensive. But at present mobile phones are common and of course cost

of mobiles decreases and it’s being every one’s choice. Advanced features of smartphones attract young

generation too much. They always find advanced features like 3D games, MP3 downloads, advanced

camera features , new ringtones, hello tune, video recording and excited wallpapers etc. Importance of

mobile phones increasing everyday. Now online education is in Trend. Mostly people prefers to learn

online due to coronavirus pandemic. Students can find learning material on every topic on mobile which is

providing by websites and learning apps. Many YouTube channels providing  live online learning classes.

Which students want to crack competitive exams they mostly prefers to learn online instead of going

outside at an institutes because attending online learning classes have free without paying any fees. It is

very beneficial for those students who cannot go to any institutes for attend learning classes. 
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Advantages of mobile phones

Mobile phone have several advantages but communication is one of the most important advantage.

Communication to one person to another and at any place,  is the first job of mobile phone. Mobile phone

is very small to carry. we can keep it at any place while traveling, driving and going anywhere. Text

messages a great way to send any message on emails, through WhatsApp. Mobile phone is a very good

source of entertainment we can find many types of videos according to our interests. Trending news,

fashion, current and world affairs, world Economy, progresses of another countries all types of reports

providing on mobile internet. Mobile phones have many functions like alarm clock, calendar,  calculator,

flashlight and torch, notes and reminder, maps and navigation,  online banking and Finance which makes

our life easier to maintain different fields.

Disadvantages

MobilePhone has biggest disadvantage is that it can transparent our privacy and security. Cyber criminals

and hackers can leak our data. They can put harm on our personal information and data. Its major

disadvantages is on children. They can misuse of mobile internet. Playing games and uses of social

media mostly waste of time. They take it as terrible habit and watching videos, pictures, playing games. 

There are so many types of games to which getting children addicted. Full day mobile activities can made

them lazy and irregular in studies which can push them back from the way of progress and also make

darken their future. 

            Mobile phone has take most important place in our life. It gives us many of advantages and

disadvantages too. If we take it positively then we can achieve many advantages. It is in our hand that

what we want to get positive things or negative. 
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